sow seeds from exotic fruits
– sow pips, seeds and tubers
Så frön från exotiska frukter
– sätt kärnor, frön och knölar
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Be your own home grower
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magine being able to cultivate your own exotic fruits and create your own
oasis! Perhaps at home in the kitchen – with the pips and seeds of fruits
you have just eaten. This book makes it possible for everyone with a desire
to grow stuff make pots and the garden-patch turn green. Perhaps one’s own
harvest of peppers?
The book is written for curious home growers and describes in detail how to
best sow and plant, as well as take care of newly sprouted plants.
Should a mango seed be soaked before planting? When is the right time to
prune the plant? How often should I water and how much light does the plant
need? When should I re-pot? What type of soil should I use?
The fruits and plants are introduced with information about origins and facts
that might be useful and fun to know. There are also tips on what the plant and
fruit can be used for.
There are circa 30 different fruits and tubers to choose from, so it’s just a matter
of getting started. Avocado, papaya, peppers, chili, pomegranate, mango,
horseradish, coffee, cardamom and many others.
The book is illustrated with both photographs and drawings to inspire and
explain.
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